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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Today there are many expressions of concern over 
practices and policies of school athletics. This is partie* 
ularly so in boys* interscholastic athletics.
It is hoped that this study well indicate some of 
the differences of opinion of school personnel and school 
officials in relation to the practices and policies of boys* 
interscholastic athletics in their school.
For the purpose of getting as objective an analysis 
as possible, for this study, identity of school officials, 
school personnel and the name of the school was concealed^
In the school chosen for this study, there are 
sixty*four staff members classified as school personnel and 
seven board members classified as school officials.
This study was prompted by the many recent publica­
tions expressing widespread concern over present practices 
and policies in interscholastic athleticsi
THE PBDHLEW
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this 
study was one of comparing the opinions of school officials 
and school personnel in regard to purpose and functioning 
of the Interscholastic athletic program#
School board members, administrators, and teachers
were selected for this survey of opinion because of their
-1—
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importance in athletic curriculum planning. Since the school 
board represents the citizens of the community, its individ- 
ual members are obligated to aid in interpretation and plan- 
nlng of all educational policies Including those controlling 
interscholastic athletics. The school administration has the 
responsibility for guiding the athletic program and for build­
ing understanding and support for the program among members 
of the school staff, student# and the general public. Teach­
ers must be a part of and familiar with the interscholastic 
athletic program if the program is to be synchronized with 
the rest of the educational enterprise in matters of schedule, 
responsibility of the school staff, demands on time and energy 
of students, and allocation of space and facilities.
Importance of the study. This study will attempt to 
furnish increased knowledge of opinion towards boys’ inter­
scholastic athletics to school officials and school personnel 
in a selected high school. Increased knowledge of such infor­
mation may aid the school administration in obtaining accept­
ance of the present program and any contemplated changes. It 
may also furnish the athletic coaching staff with greater 
awareness of the opinions of the rest of the school personnel 
as well as the school officials. It is hoped that the rest 
of the teachers will get a better understanding of the 
practices and policies of their boys’ interscholastic ath­
letic program. Since school board members, in our American 
structure of public education, have heavy responsibilities
-3-
for making basic educational policies, selecting personnel, 
and evaluating programs, this study may provide a greater 
awareness of the opinions of school personnel concerning
the boys’ interscholastic athletic practices and policies 
in operation. It is also hoped that this study will increase 
the knowledge of opinions pertaining to the boys’ inter­
scholastic athletic program and stimulate fuller achievement 
of the educational objectives in the program*
This study may also assist any interested educator, 
who plans to evaluate his interscholastic athletic program, 
in determining the differences of opinion be might expect to 
find in his institution,
LIMITATION OF STUDY
This study was limited to the opinions of all school 
officials and all school personnel concerning the practices 
and policies of their boys’ interscholastic athletic program 
in a selected high school.
Public and student opinion was not taken into con­
sideration because this study was primarily concerned with 
those persons directly responsible for administering the 
total school interscholastic program#
DEFINITION OP TERMS
Interscholestic athletics* The scuwlon of the boys’ 
sports program tKat involves competition among athletic teams 
representing different schools.
- 4 *
School officiais» All members of the board of edu­
cation, of tnis particular school at the time of this study.
School personnel. All administrators and teachers 
employed""Sy" tkis particular school at the time of this study.
High School ”4**. The high school chosen for this study,
Varsity. Refers to the interscholastic athletic team 
that competes in interschool competition.
CHAPTBR II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
OPINION-TYPE QUESTIONNAIRE
In order that the results of the opinion-type 
questionnaire may be interpreted with worthwhile meaning, it 
is important that its values and limitations be discussed*
The trend is toward abandoning practices of per­
sonal observation and toward reliance on systematic polls 
instead. Unsystematic methods fall short of presenting a 
true picture, Harold C, Hand lists them in this manner;
1, The influence of unrepresentative observation
2, The reluctance of people to be frankly critical
3* The influence of observer's opinions and interests#*
Hand adds the comment that, "Unless all the people in 
a particular group or population, or a representative sample 
of all the people in a group or population, are included the 
results will be seriously in error in mirroring what the total 
group or population thinks.
Hand further clarifies the reluctance of people to 
be frankly critical by stating;
^Harold C. Hand, iKb&t People Think About Their Schools 




In our country it is good form to bo a booster. 
Therefore one hesitates to be frankly critical even 
when he feels that a negative criticism is merited.
Also, it is good form in our culture to be pleasant 
and agreeable to others, especially those we hold in 
high esteem.3
With very few exceptions, school board members are 
selected precisely because they are esteemed members of the 
community. The school superintendent and principal are also 
held in high esteem. If one or the other is not, itimny lb 
presumed that they will be looking elsewhere for employment. 
Consequently, the school board and administrators do not 
hear much of the adverse criticism about the school unless 
the situation becomes critical. In order to have a smooth 
running and efficient program, any small disturbance or ag­
itation must be brought to light and remedied at the outset 
before something or a more serious nature occurs.^
Answers to opinion-type questions will be more valid 
if the respondents are made aware of and guaranteed that 
the identity is concealed, particularly on subjects of contro­
versial nature, "The informant may answer questions more 
frankly by mail since anonymity is assured,"5
'Ibid., p, 23•
Ajbld.. p, 28-29.
î-iildred farten. Survey. Polls and Samples (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1950), p. 94.
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The effect of the influence of observer's interests 
and opinions seriously hampers the validity of this unsystem» 
atlc type polling. "This is not because of any basic dis­
honesty on the part of the observer; this Influence operates 
subconsciously, without being aware of it at all."&
This 'psychls deluder* does various things to us 
without our knowledge. We ask about, hear, look for, ai&d see 
what we would most like to see or hear, We- tend to discount, 
ignore, or block out whatever we dislike hearing or seeing.
Here our particular interests, sympathies, enthusiasms, hopes, 
desires, aversions, anxieties, fears, etc,, come into full 
play, even though they operate subsconsciously.
This 'deluder* also plays tricks on our memory. We 
remember only what we like to remember, and forget the things 
we don't like to remember. As it is, most of us can live 
quite happily with our memories precisely because they have 
been filtered.?
The only sure way of preventing this prejudice is 
to make a systematic poll, and use exactly worded questions 
which have been so devised previously be qualified disinter- 
ested persons.
The aforementioned limitations of the personal obser­
vation and unsystematic types of evaluation have led businesses
^Hand, p&. cit., p, 29, 
?Ibid.. p. 30.
J"#
industrial; and school organizations to give up these methods. 
These groups depend on systematic polls having three main 
qualities, to wit: representative b&mpllng, anonymity of
respondent, and skillfully worded questions*
Although the opinion questionnaire le given to a 
representative sampling of the group and the respondent 
remains anonymous, human nature comes Into play and must be 
taken Into consideration when Interpreting, such a poll. The 
questions, first of all, are of primary Importance.
Persons who use the technique and facilities of 
modem public opinion research have the responsibil­
ity of slicing issues to people in such a way diat the 
answers can be reliably interpreted. Even after elabo­
rate testing on the clarity and bias of the questions by 
the most conscientious investigator, many of th^ items 
finally included in a study may remain obscure*^
Oantril found that their answers did not seem con­
sistent with observable facts or with other opinions; the 
underlying difficulties were:
1* Questions too vague to permit precise answers
2, Questions obscure in meaning
3. Questions getting at some stereotype or over­
tone or implicit in the questions rather than at the 
meaning intended,
4. Questions misunderstood because they involve 
technical or unfamiliar words
5. Questions presenting issues not sufficiently 
circumscribed
6, Alternates provided for answers not exhausted
7, Alternates too many or too long6, Questions whose implications are not seen
9* Qu^mtl .rs owcerned with only a portion of the 
population and therefore meaningless to many people
ÜHadley Gantrll,
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1947), p* 3*
10. Questions getting only surface rationalization*
11. Questions only getting stereotyped answer*?
EVALUATION 0? AN 0FIÜ1ÙÜ
The opinion expressed in the answers Is also a 
factor in interpretating questionnaires. The New Century 
Dictionary defines opinion as what is thought or the way of 
thinking on any matter or s u b j e c t ,10 Despite this worthy 
definition, the interpreter must also take into consideration 
that opinions can be influenced.
Although an opinion is a view that can be ration­
ally held, all opinions are not assured by a process 
of reasoning. Everyone accepts many of his ideas, not 
on grounds of their rational probability but because 
he received them from others, perhaps in early infan­
cy. Probably everyone holds in this way the vast maj­
ority of what he takes to be his opinion. These ideas 
emanate from men who believe them, often had good 
grounds for holding them and according to the knowledge 
they possessed were rational in so doing; while the 
recipient had an opinion or at least a blind reliance, 
on the creditibility of the source from which they oame.^l
The word opinion is used in many senses. Its most 
common interpretation is in the sense of a majority expression 
which is expressed or apparently felt by more than half of the 
members of a group. If formed out of free and full discussion 
a majority opinion indicated that a democracy is in operation.
A majority opinion does not always show the true
9lbid., p. 4.
G, Emery and K. n, Brewster, New Century 
Dictionary (New York: D. Appleton. Century Company. 1936).
p;"Ii%
iiA. 1. Lowell, f%biis g%aaipaja Zsasa
(Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1923), pp. 14-15*
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picture* It may Lave been reached through distortion and 
deception of facts, through supresslon of facts, or throw#» 
inadequate discussion* A majority opinion may be comprised 
of the opinions of many ego-involvsd persons* It may act to 
suppress minority opinion. A majority opinion may behave auto­
cratically, unless it be the expression of non-partisan per­
sons and put into effect by unbiased leadership*
A minority opinion is a conclusion reached by less 
than half of an interested group. It has been said that a 
minority opinion today must be tomorrow's majority opinion,
A majority opinion is important also because it 
represents those opinions currently balked, if these opinions 
are accompanied by deep sentiments, the minority may go to 
work with renewed determination and seek to overide the maj- 
ority through united effort*
A minority opinion may represent the people at the 
extreme right or left or both. It may be reactionary opinion 
or radical opinion, or both. If so it is difficult to change.
General opinion has the group's sanction behind it, 
Hence, to question general opinion is to question the group's 
right to exist. To question it is to run the risk of being
disloyal.12
IZamory 5. Bogardus, %  Wjlgf: a*. 2y&llc pplR^,oa (New York: Association Press, 1951), pp.^12-15*
«•Il»
Many differences and clashes of opinion are based, 
not on misunderstandIng, but on conflicting Interests 
and aims. No amount of information and purely intell­
ectual enlightenment can, unaided, change the human 
heart, remove individual and group selfishness, reconcile 
fundamental cleavages in philosophical outlooks on life,*3
RE-EXAMINATION OF THE NATION'S INTERSCHOLASTIC
ATHLETIC PROGRAM
Today there are many sound interscholastic athletic 
programs throughout the United States, as judged by existing 
c r i t e r i a . However, even the sound programs are subject to 
defects. These defects tend to lessen the potential values 
of the interscholastic athletic program.
To achieve the full potential value from the inter­
scholastic athletic program, many attitudes and assumptions 
now common among educators and lay people must be re-examined 
and sometimes changed, and in some communities altered. This 
problem is complicated by favorable aspects in interscholastic 
athletics which may be lost if bad practices lead to extreme 
curtailment of the program.
To face such a problem, desirable goals and values 
must be established so that a sound interscholastic cuiriculum 
can be established. In planning such a curriculum sound
13Harwood L. Childs, ^  Introduction To Public Oolnl@c 
(New York; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,1940), p. 39.
^^Educational Policies Commission, SchoolAthletlc 
Problems and Policies (Washington D. C.; National Education 
Association of W e  united States, 1954), pp. 5-14.
phyaloal and social experiencaa for participants should b# the 
ultimate aim. This should be the task for administrators, 
teachers, coaches, school board members and lay citizens work­
ing together, Interscholastic athletics will be what they are 
made to be by the schools and the community,D
Guiding principles for the conduct of interscholastic 
athletic programs in American secondary schools have been form­
ulated by many professional bodies, sometimes alone and some­
times in collaboration with one another. Some of the statements 
so formulated are here summarised for the information of the 
reader,
CARDINAL ATHLETIC PRINCIPLES
In 1947, The Joint Committee on Athletic Problems 
in Education of the American Association for Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation and the National federation of State 
High School Athletic Associations stated that schools provide 
opportunity for individual development of the child to the 
limit of his capacity in the skills, appreciations and health 
concepts which engender personal satisfaction and civic use- 
fullness, A good school program Includes the means for explor­
ing many fields of activity. One such field is that which 
involves athletic performance. Participation in and apprecia­
tion of the skills in a sports contest is a part of enjoyable
15Ibid#, p* 20*
-I).
living. Ability to recognize degrees of proficiency in these 
skills is one important attribute of the well-balanced indivi­
dual. The perfectly timed and coordinated activities by which 
an individualI or a team, strives to achieve a definite object­
ive is an exemplification of coordination and efficiency. A 
good school program provides a mixture of restrictions and 
freedoms, of mental growth and physical development, of lib­
erties and restraints. Developing and maintaining a physically 
fit nation is one of its important aims#
For developing endurance, strength, alertness, and 
coordination, contests and conditioning exercises have been 
made a part of the school program. Nature Insured a degree of 
physical development and social adjustment by endowing the 
individual with a desire to play. Around this desire can be 
built a program of beneficial exercises in which healthful 
and satisfying habits and attitudes are stressed.
To be of maximum effectiveness, the athletic program
will;
1. Be closely coordinated with the general instruc­
tional program and properly articulated with the other 
departments of the school,
2. Be sure that the number of students accommodated 
and the educational aims achieved justify the use of tax 
funds for its support and also warrant the use of other 
eourcoq income.
Joint Committee on Athletic Problems in Education, 
"Cardinal Athletic Principles," Journal Health Physical 
Education. 18:535 September, 1947,
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3* Provided, that the time and attention which la
given to the collection of such funds is not such as to 
interfere with the efficiency of the athletic program 
or of any other departments of the school.
4. Confine the school athletic activity to events 
which are sponsored and supervised by proper school 
authorities so that any exploitation or improper use of 
prestige built up by the school teams or members of 
such teams may be avoided.
5* Be planned in such a way as to result in 
opportunity for many individuals to explore a var­
iety of sports and to set reasonable season limits 
for each listed sport.
6. Be controlled in such a way as to avoid the 
elements of professionalism and commercialism which tend 
to grow up in connection with widely publicised "bowl" 
contests, barnstorming trips, and interstate or inter­
sectional contests which require excessive travel ex­
pense or loss of school time or which are claimed to
be justified by educational travel values.
7. Be kept free from the type of contest which 
involves a gathering of so-called "all-stars" from 
different schools to participate in contests which 
may be used as a gathering place for representatives 
of certain colleges or professional organisations who 
are interested in soliciting athletic talent for their 
teams#
Ô, Include educative exercises to reach all non­
participating students and community followers of the 
school teams in order to insure a proper understand­
ing and appreciation of the sports skills and of the 
need for adherence to the principles of game ethics,
9, Encourage a balanced program of intramural 
activity in grades below the ninth to make it un­
necessary to sponsor contests of a championship 
nature in these grades,
10, Engender respect for the rules and policies 
under which the school conducts its program,*'
17lbid.. pp. 557-55*
-1$.
STANDARDS IN ATHLETICS FOR BOYS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
During 1950 another statement was issued in regard to 
athletic standards in the secondary schools. This report was 
made by the Joint Committee on Standards for Interscholastic 
Athletics of the National Association of Secondary-School Prin­
cipals, the National Federation of State High School Athletic 
Associations, and the American Association for Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation* This report recommended that;
1. The program of athletics should be developed with 
due regard for health and safety standards.
2* Good citizenship must result from all coaching 
and from all interschool competition. The education of 
the youth of the nation fails unless it creates the 
proper ideals and attitudes, both in the games and off 
the field,
3. The ten "Cardinal Athletic Principles" are 
accepted as expressing the policies of our organ­
izations, and it is urged that these be displayed 
in the literature of our organizations.
4. All schools shall use reasonable care in 
avoiding any participation in a contact sport between 
participants of normal high school age and partici­
pants who are appreciable above or below normal high 
school age,
5. All schools shall fully observe and abide by 
the spirit and the letter of established eligibility 
requirements which have been democratically developed 
by each of the state athletic associations.
6. Each atace athletic association should attempt 
to secure the cooperation which would provide a plan of 
continuous eligibility from high school to college,
7. For competition in which only one state is 
involved, no school shall participate in a meet or 
tournament involving more than two schools unless 
such a contest has been approved by its state high 
school association or its delegated constituents or 
allied divisions.
* 16—
6, The us® of school facilities or member of the
school staff shall not be permitted in connection with 
any post-season or all-star contests unless such con­
test be sanctioned by the state athletic association.
9# A school shall not permit any employee or 
official to encourage or collaborate in any negotiations 
which may lead a high school athlete to lose his 
eligibility through the signing of a professional
contract.
10. The solicitation of athletes through tryouts and 
competitive bidding by colleges and universities is un­
ethical, unprofessional, and pshchologically harmful.
It destroys the amateur nature of athletics, tends to 
commercialize the individual and the program, promotes 
the use of athletic skill for gain, and takes an unfair 
and unjust advantage of competitors.
11. In all interstate athletic contests, each athlete 
shall compete under eligibility rules which are at least 
as restrictive as those adopted by the state high school 
athletic association of his state, except in the case of 
non-member schools which are not eligible for membership 
in their state associations.
12. No school shall compete in any of the following 
contests unless such contest has been sanctioned by the 
interested state high school athletic associations 
through the National Federation; (a) any interstate 
tournament or meet in which three or more schools part­
icipate; (b) any interstate two-school contest which in­
volves a round trip exceeding 600 miles; (c) any inter­
state two-school contest (regardless of the distance 
traveled) which is sponsored by an individual or an 
organisation other than a member high sdiool.
13. No basketball tournament which la purported to 
be for interstate high school championship shall be 
sanctioned, and no basketball tournament involving 
schools of more than one state shall be sanctioned 
unless the tournament is purely community in character.
14. No contest which is purported to be for national 
high school championship in any sport shall be sanctioned. 18
^^Joint Committee on Standards for Interscholastic 
Athletics, "Standards in Athletics for Boys in Secondary 
Schools," Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-
School Principals, 34 :'2l8-2il% march, 1950.
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Aroher states that Interseholastic athletics have come 
a long way# However, there still exist abases and inequities 
that need to be corrected# Some of the most detrimental of 
these abuses involve people who would win at all costs, those 
who have misguided local pride, and those who would use inter- 
scholastic athletic contests for their own profit,19
During the past quarter century there has been a grad­
ual shift of emphasis in interschool athletics from the educa­
tional value to the boy to the glorification of victory.
When the coach comes up for reappointment, he is 
usually judged on his won and lost record and not on the good 
he has done in helping mold worthwhile citisens out of the 
participants.^^
"Several consecutive defeats turn a * successful* coach 
into a *bum* in the opinion of many critics."^1
Schools in the past have not concentrated on the dev­
elopment of superior quality of sportsmanship, because, if 
they had, there would be more universal application of sports­
manship among adults#
Not all schools have left the practice of sportsmanship
to chance. In some, the administrators obviously believe boys
19john K, Archer, "Toward Sane Athletic Program,* 
National Education Association Journal. 39%34d-349, way, 1950,
T# De Witt, "We have To Win," National Education 
Journal," 42:410-420, October, 1953*
21joseph P. Zarleski, "We have to Win,". National 
Education Association Journal. 42:413-420, October^ 14#%.
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and girls must be afforded opportunities to practice this trait 
in the schools. Every home game is used to advantage to develop 
personality and character in students,
UNDESIRABLE PRACTICES IN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS
The Educational Policies Commission lists four selected 
bad practices in interseholastic athletics which exist in our 
schools today. These bad practices are selected examples and 
should not be taken to be a full picture of athletics in this 
country.
1, Overemphasis on the varsity. When high schools 
overemphasise the role of the varsity, other parts of the 
athletic program usually suffer because of limited facilities 
and personnel,
2, Distortion in the educational program. Teachers 
may sometimes be under pressure to excuse athletes from reg­
ular assignments or lower academic standards to keep athletes 
on the eligibility list. Physical education classes are 
sometimes used to give extra practice time to the varsity,
3. Coaches under pressure. The coach may be subjected 
to such pressure to produce winning teams that be may pursue
a program that may result in the athletes injuring health or 
sacrificing character.
4. Financial woes. Bad practices usually follow a 
school's athletic program that depends on gate receipts for
E. Balmer, "Improving Inter-School Athletic 
Problems," School Activities. 23*2#, September, 1951*
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financial support. To make more money or as much money as 
possible, games are played at night during the week, and too 
many games are scheduled* The feeling that spectators are 
necessary to get money to pay the bills is often a prime cause 
for exaggerated emphasis on winning games.^3
Athletics are most important and vital in the program 
of education for youth and adults and should be used to 
develop and promote worthwhile educational goals* If 
athletics are to serve useful ends, they must be wisely 
guided, thoroughly supported and wholeheartedly accepted* 
Participants, parents and educators must understand the 
dynamic character of athletics— a force for good— or a 
force for evil* Athletic# in the schools may be an 
effective medium for the education of youth or they may 
be misused to glorify the coach, a school, a faculty, 
or as a source of entertainmentfbr the general public* 
Athletics may be evaluated in terms of championships, 
gate receipts, and the attendance figures, or they may be judged by their effect on the human beings i n v o l v e d , * *
The concern expressed in the preceding paragraph by 
qualified men and organisations who have made it their business 
to investigate and evaluate interseholastic athletics should 
serve to emphasise the need for improvement end in some cases
reorganization of the interseholastic athletic program in 
many high schools*
^^Educational Policies Commission, School Athletics 
Practices and Policies (Washington, D. C* ; National Education
, i93STT rAssociation, 1 54), pp. 7-9
24%hea H. Williams,
Athletic Journal. 31:28, 60-61, March, 1951,
^^R  "The High School Competitive Program,"
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF METHOD USED
The problems and policies selected for each table were 
obtained from the educational Policies Commission, Checklist 
on School Athletics.1 Not all of these problems and policies 
as such were employed in this questionnaire, Only the contro- 
versial issues given the most emphasis by the Educational Pol- 
icies Commission,2 were selected, A one-hundred per cent 
return of all questionnaires was received.
To facilitate coverage of all pertinent issues and to 
aid the respondent in better understanding of questions asked, 
each problem or policy was stated using the multiple choice 
technique* Although the form differed from the technique em­
ployed by the Educational Policies Commission’s Checklist on 
School Athletics^ were "yes", "no", or "undecided answers" 
are listed, the substance of the problems and policies was 
unchanged,
TREATMENT OF DATA
The tables in Chapter IV do not necessarily show the 
school’s practices and policies in interseholastic athletics
^Educational Policies Commission, School Athletics 
Problems and Policies. (Washington, D, G.% National Education 





88 they actually existed but what they were at the time of 
survey .In the opinion of the respondent •
The data were analysed on the basis of the broad 
category of* (1) participation in policy formulation, (2) the 
physical well-being of the athlete, (3) the welfare of the ath- 
lete, (4) integration of athletic program, (5) the coach, and 
(6) the community*
SURVEY ANALYSIS Of DATA
Chapter IV will also compare the existing opinions 
with criteria in the field that are considered ideal for the 
organisation and administration of a interseholastic athletic 
program. These comparisons will proceed each table.
CHAPTER 17
OPINIONS ON THE PRACTICES AND POLICIES OF THE 
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC PROGRAM IN HIGH SCHOOL "A"
The purpose of this chapter is present the opinions 
of school personnel and school board members in regard to the 
practices and policies of the interseholastic athletic program 
in High School "A"# The analysis will also compare the existing 
opinions with criteria in the field# (Organisation of the laate- 
rial will follow this sequence : {1} participation in policy
formulation, (2) the physical well-being of the athlete, (3) 
the welfare of the athlete, (4) integration of the athletic 
program, (5) the coach, and (6) the community,)
PARTICIPATION IN POLICY FORMULATION
Formulation of the practices and policies of the inter­
scholastic athletic program# In High School "A", fifty per cent 
of the school personnel felt that the teachers not directly 
concerned with coaching did not have a part in formulating the 
practices and policies of the interseholastic athletic program 
(Table I), Thirty-four per cent differed*in opinion. The maj­
ority of this group, eighteen per cent, was of the opinion that 
all personnel participated in policy formulation while sixteen 
per cent of this group believed that all personnel should have 
a part in formulating the practices and policies if they clearly 
understand the functions of the program# The remaining sixteen 
per cent felt they were not sufficiently informed to answer.
—22—
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Of the school board members of Hl&b School "A" fifty- 
seven per cent were of the opinion that all personnel partici­
pated in the formulation of interseholastic program policies* 
The minority was split into two categories* Twenty-eight per 
cent felt that teachers not directly connected with coaching 
did not participate in the formulation of interseholastic 
athletic program policies while fourteen per cent believed that 
all personnel with a clear understanding of the functions of 
the program participated in the interseholastic athletic pol­
icy formulation.
The most Interesting aspect of Table I was the ex­
treme variation of opinion of school personnel and school 
board members. Fifty per cent of the school personnel felt 
that teachers not directly concerned with the athletic program 
did not have a part in interseholastic athletic formulation 
while fifty-seven per cent of the school board felt that all 
school personnel had a part.
The practice recommended by the Educational Policies 
Commission, which a majority of school officials felt was in 
operation but most school personnel felt was not the school’s 
policy, is that the school authorities must take the respons­
ibility for interseholastic athletic policies and should seek 
counsel from the school administration as well as the faculty#^
Information made available to the school board. When
^Educational Policies Commission, School Athletics 
Problems and Policies (Washington, D. G*: National Education
Association of the United States, 1954), p. 6?.
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asked for their opinion of whether the school board was given 
adequate Information on the practices and policies of Inter- 
scholastic athletics in High School *A*, thirty-nine per cent 
of the school personnel were not well enough informed to express 
an opinion, twenty-seven per cent claimed that the school board 
members were always adequately Informed, nineteen per cent felt 
that they were usually adequately informed and eleven per cent 
that they were occasionally adequately Informed and five per 
cent that they were seldom adequately informed.
Data of Table II indicate that twenty-nine per cent 
of the school board members felt that they were always adequat­
ely Informed on interseholastic athletic practices and policies 
and fifty-seven per cent that they were usually adequately in- 
fonaed. Fourteen per cent of this group expressed the opinion 
that they were not sufficiently informed to answer.
The board of education has many responsibilities for 
making basic educational policies and evaluating educational 
practices within our schools. In order to improve athletic 
programa, & school board might well ask the administrative 
personnel to furnish information regarding present programs 
and policies together with recommendations designed to bri^g 
about needed improvements. Such reports should be carefully 
considered, as the decisions may effect the well-being of the 
young people of the community*^
Zibid., p, 78,
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State tournaments and state championship games. The 
opinions of school personnel were comparatively evenly distrib­
uted on this question (Table III), Seventeen per cent felt 
all invitations to state tournaments and state championship 
games should be accepted. Twenty per cent said High School "A" 
should usually accept. Twenty-seven per cent stated that invi- 
tations should seldom be accepted and twenty-three per cent 
were of the belief that High School "A" should refuse to part­
icipate in these tourneys. Twelve per cent did not voice an 
• opinion.
Fifty-seven per cent of the school officials, on the 
other hand, were decidedly in favor of refusing all invitations 
to state tournaments and championship games. The remaining 
forty-two per cent were evenly divided three ways: fourteen
per cent for accepting all invitations, fourteen per cent for 
usually accepting all invitations, and fourteen per cent not 
sufficiently Informed to answer.
Participation in state tournaments or state champion­
ship games by high school teams ordinarily does more harm than 
good when measured in terms of educational values. Educational 
values are lost as players and spectators are often absent from 
school on tournament days. Attention to school work is dis­
tracted, in any case. Disproportionate expenditures of both 
school funds and personal funds are comnonly devoted to out-of- 
town travel at tournament time. A winning team that is well 
supported by its school's student body tends to attract young
TABLE III
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people to the tournament city, away from home sometimes over- 
night and often without adequate adult chaperonage. Question­
able behavior sometimes results from this freeing from normal 
social and moral restraints. If all such games and tourn­
aments were abolished this problem could be leseened.3
THE PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OP THE ATHLETE
Health examinations. In regard to present health 
examination policies for the participants In interseholastic 
athletics in High School ”A”, forty-eight per cm t of the school 
personnel were not sufficiently informed to answer, thirty- 
three per cent were of the opinion that pre-season health ex­
aminations were given to all participants, sixteen per cent 
felt that pre-season and post-season health examinations were 
given and three per cent that post-season health examinations 
were given#
The majority of school board members, fifty-seven 
per cent, believed that pre-season health examinations were 
given to all participants, fourteen per cent were under the 
impression that pre-season, and post-season health examinations 
were given, fourteen per cent that post-season examinations 
were given and fourteen per cent did not know.
The conduct of athletics in the school interseholastic 
athletic program should be such that the participant profits
^Ibid., p. 60.
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from this experience by obtaining vigorous health and physical 
fitness# A thorough physical examination preparatory to vig­
orous competition is necessary# There should also be provision 
made for periodic health examinations throughout the playing 
season.&
The injured athlete# Table V indicates that forty- 
seven per cent of the school personnel were uninformed as to 
the interseholastic athletic practices for the Injured athlete 
in High School "A," nineteen per cent believed that all injured 
athletes were readmitted to participation only after written 
consent of a physician, fourteen per cent thought only the ser­
iously injured required written consent from a physician, eleven 
per cent said that the athletic coach decided when the injured 
athlete was ready for participation, and nine per cent were of 
the opinion that athletes not seriously injured were not re­
quired to have written consent of a physician before further 
participation#
Of the school board members, twenty-nine per cent in­
dicated that all injured athletes were readmitted only after 
written consent of a physician, another twenty-nine per cent 
felt only seriously injured athletes were required to have 
written consent of a physician and still another twenty-nine 
per cent thought that athletes not seriously injured were not 
required to have written permission# The remaining fourteen
TABLE V
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per cent did not feel qualified to answer.
The Educational Policies Commission recommends that if 
an athlete is injured or sick he should be readmitted to part­
icipation only after written approval from a physician.5
Insurance coverage. In regard to the financial respon- 
sibility of High School "A* for the injured athlete, fifty- 
six per cent of the school personnel were unaware of the school's 
policy, twenty per cent stated that participants were partially 
covered by commercial insurance but not fully covered, eleven 
per cent were of the opinion that the Injured athlete was held 
responsible fOr any injury occuring during participation, nine 
per cent that full commercial insurance coverage for all partici­
pants was the policy and three per cent that the school out of 
tax funds was financially responsible for the injured athlete 
(Table VI).
The school board members opinions were divided into two 
groups. Seventy-one per cent were of the opinion that part­
icipants were partially covered by commercial insurance but not 
fully covered, and the remaining twenty-nine per cent were not 
sufficiently informed to answer.
When the physical efforts of vigorous youth are matched 
against each other, accidents are inevitable. Even though 
boards of education in many states are not legally responsible 
for injuries sustained In interseholastic athletic practice
p. 63.
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period* and competition, all schools should make some provision 
for athletic accident coverage. One reason for some tMpe 
coverage is the prompt reporting of, attention to, and treat­
ment of injuries incurred. Payment for such coverage may be 
made by the school out of non-tax funds or by the student and 
the school jointly. The Educational Policies Commission pre­
fers the latter method, since it may give the student a worth- 
Wiile educational experience to share (at low cost) in a group 
undertaking which provides him with insurance protection,&
THE WELFARE OF THE ATHLETE
Personality development of the athlete. Table VII 
on the practices of personality development shows that forty- 
seven per cent of the school personnel were of the opinion that 
the school attempted to prevent injury to the personality 
development of the athlete, thirty-seven per cent felt that the 
school did not attempt to and nine per cent expressed the 
opinion that the school prevented injury to the personality 
development. Six per cent were not sufficiently informed to 
express an opinion.
School board members had a majority, seventy-one per 
cent, that felt the school attempted to prevent injury to the 
personality develOfmient of the participant, while fourteen per 
cent claimed the school did not attempt to do so. Another 
fourteen per cent did not offer an opinion.
^Ibid.. pp. 64-6$.
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Partlclpatlon in varsity athletics should be voluntary 
and a result of special ability and interest on the pert of the 
boy. He should consider athletic participation as both a priv­
ilege and a responsibility. The privilege is the opportunity 
made available to him to take part in the athletic program 
provided by the school; the responsibility is in being a rep­
resentative of the school both in his oim school and away.
This involves maintaining athletic eligibility, exhibiting 
the courtesies normal to good social life, and playing to the 
best of his ability. The students* mental health is also all 
important and should be protected and enhanced by athletic 
participation. Relief from, rather than increase in, emotional 
strains should be sought.?
Standards of snortsmanshio for the athlete. Fifty 
per cent of the personnel in High School "A" held that in most 
cases the school** athletic program developed high standards 
of good sportsmanship on the part of the athlete, while five 
per cent felt that in all cases the school's athletic program 
developed high standards. Twenty-five per cent believed that 
these high standard^ were developed in some cases and nine 
per cent were of the opinion that they were seldom developed. 
Eleven per cent did not feel qualified to answer (Table VIII).
In the opinions of the school board members the school's 
interseholastic athletic program developed high standards of
*̂Ibid., p. 63 #
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good sportsmanship in moat cases since one-hundred per cent 
felt this way.
High standards of good sportsmanship should be set 
since the lowering of these standards undermines a school's 
entire program of citizenship education. Opportunities for 
citizenship education ore lost when interseholastic athletics 
places so much importance on winning that cheating, deceit, 
subterfuge, and unsportsmanlike acts are condoned. Students 
who are led to believe tnat victory is more Important than 
anything else are not getting a clear prospective of life's 
values.^
Welfare of the participant versus financial gain.
Table IX indicates that twenty per cent of the school personnel 
believed that in High School "A" the welfare of the partici­
pant was considered more important than financial gains and 
twenty-five per cent that participant's welfare was usually 
considered more Important. In the next two categories, in 
which the welfare of the participant was occasionally con­
sidered and seldom considered, there was a response of sixteen 
per cent for each, Personnel that were not sufficiently In- 
formed to answer numbered twenty-three per cent.
The responses of the members of the school board 
indicated that the welfare of the participants was usually 
considered more Important than financial gain by forty-three
Gibid., p. 6.
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per cent of the board meadbers. Twenty-nine per cent felt 
that the welfare of the participant was considered more im­
portant and another twenty-nine per cent expressed no opinion. 
The welfare of the participant is almost certain to 
be neglected when the support of a school's athletic program 
depends mostly on gate receipts* Games are played at night 
during the week and too many games are scheduled so as to make 
as much money as possible, The feeling that spectators are 
necessary to get money to pay the bills is often a "price cause" 
for over emphasis on winning games* The Educational Policies 
Commission believes the complete costs of the athletic programs 
should be paid out of a general school fund. If this were 
done, many of the problems that face the administrators in 
attempting to conduct a good interseholastic program would dis­
appear. School and community leaders should work toward the 
financing of all school athletics out of general school funds 
at the earliest possible date. Acceptance of this policy does 
not prevent the charging of a nominal admission fee in order 
to exercise spectator control,^
IWTEGaATlOa OF AIHLET1Ü PROGRAM
Schedulina of games and practice periods. Thirty-seven 
per cent of the school personnel in High School "A" were of the 
opinion that most games and practice periods were held with a
9lbld.. pp. 9, 66.
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minimum of interference with the rest of the academic program# 
Twenty-five per cent felt that some of the games and practice 
periods were held with e minimum of interference and sixteen 
per cent claimed few games and practice periods were held with 
a minimum of interference# Five per cent claimed they were not 
sufficiently informed to answer (Table 1).
School Board members were equally divided in opinion# 
Forty-three per cent were of the impression that all games 
and practice periods were held with a minimum of interference 
with the rest of the academic program and another forty-three 
per cent felt that most games and practice periods were held 
with a minimum of interference# The remaining fourteen per
cent felt some of the games and practice periods were held
with a minimum of Interference#
Athletics, can, and do, serve valuable purposes in the
school# Too much of the potential educational values in school 
athletics, however, is unused or misused#
^ n y  evils associated with interscholastic athletics 
come from a tendency to regard the varsity games and practice 
sessions as activities separate from the rest of the school 
program# The opposite attitude should exist. Interscholastic 
athletics should be simply one of the many school activities, 
under the same administration and control as the rest of the 
school program and integrated with it.
This means that athletic activities, including team 
practice and student-body promotional efforts such as ticket 
sales and pep meetings, as well as games, should be so
• 44*
scheduled that they do not disrupt the school day#
Evils are to be found in abuses In practice and not 
In the essential nature of athletics,
Academic standards for the a thlete. The impressloas 
]f school personnel on the matter of lowering academic stan­
dards to keep the athlete on the eligibility list in High 
>ehool"A" show that thirty-four par cent felt that teachers 
fere never under pressure to lower academic standards, and 
:hat twenty-seven per cent believed that teachers were seldom 
mder pressure., Nineteen per cent stated that teachers were 
)ften under pressure and five per cent that teachers were 
ilways under pressure. Gizteen per cent had no opinion, (Table 11) « 
Forty-Three per cent of the school board members felt 
)hat teachers were never under pressure to lower academic stan­
dards for athletes. Twenty-eight per cent decided that teachers 
fere seldom under pressure and fourteen per cent that teachers 
fere often under pressure. The remaining twenty-nine per cent 
fere not well enough informed to answer.
Sometimes teachers are under pressure to excuse ath­
letes from regular assignments to lower academic standards to 
ceep the athletes on the eligibility list. Scheduled classes 
Ln physical education are sometimes used to give extra practice 
;ime to the varsity. Opportunities for athletes to profit
^^Ibid.. pp. ai, 59.
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from the total school program are reduced when they are ab­
sent from the academic classes for practice or games, Ath- 
letes* abaances also hamper the orderly progress of instruct* 
ion in classes to the disadvantage of others as well as them­
selves.
The tendency to regard varsity athletes as a privileged 
class must be avoided. They should be held to the same academic 
requirements that are demanded of others. They should also meet 
at least the minimum requirements in regular physical educat­
ion classes.
The conduct of interscholastic athletics. That the 
school conducted athletics In a beneficial way was the opinion 
of thirty-one per cent of the school personnel while twenty- 
five per cent said the school sought to conduct athletics in 
a beneficial way. Another twenty-five per cent believed that 
the school did not so conduct athletics and twenty per cent 
said they were uninformed.
Table XII shows that forty-three per cent of the school 
board members felt that the school sought to conduct athletics 
in a beneficial way, twenty-nine per cent indicated that the 
school conducted athletics in a beneficial way and fourteen 
per cent expressed no opinion.
"The basic moral and spiritual value in American life
PP# 59.
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le the euprem# Importance of the individual pereonality#"^^
The goal that athletic aetivitiee ehould foster is 
derived from the aforementioned value. The moat important 
value is the growth and well*being of the individual. This 
concept requires various experiences for different learners*
It also means that welfare of the player in an athletic con- 
test is of greater importance than the specious "glory of the 
school.
The athletic budget. Responses of school personnel 
showed that forty-four per cent were uninformed regarding the 
athletic budget in comparison to the budget for the rest of the 
school program. Twenty-five per cent were of the opinion that 
the budget for athletics was seldom in sound proportion with 
the rest of the school program, fourteen per cent felt that the 
athletic budget was occasionally in sound proportion and eight 
per cent felt that it was in sound proportion (Table XIII).
In regard to this question, fifty-seven per cent of the 
school board members believed the budget for athletics was usu­
ally in sound proportion with the rest of the school program 
and twenty-nine per emit stated that it was in sound proportion. 




11'^Educational Policies Commission, og. cit. .p. 14.
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Even though It la Important that athletlca *for all" 
be adequately financed, this phaee of the program abould not 
be given ao large a proportion of available school funds that 
other equally Important parts of the school program are neglect* 
ed. Though the eohoola should spend enough money to support a 
good program of athletics, this does not relieve the school of 
obligation to spend enough money to adequately support other 
parts of the school program for a well-rounded education for 
all children
THE COACH
Gazéification of coaches. That all coaches are cer­
tified teachers with a minor or more In physical education is 
the belief of fifty per cent of the school personnel In High 
School "A." Nineteen per cent thought that most coaches were 
so qualified and fourteen per cent thought some were so qual- 
ifled. Seventeen per cent did not know (Table XIV).
Of the school board members, seventy-one per cent were 
of the opinion that all coaches were certified teachers with 
at least a minor in physical education and the remaining twenty* 
nine per cant felt that most coaches were so qualified.
Coaches need far more than a technical knowledge of 
the game to be educationally successful. They should be
l^Ibld.. p. 26.
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certified, competent teachers of physical education, with under- 
standing of child growth and development, the purposes and 
principles of teaching and learning, and other knowledges, 
understandings, attitudes, andappreciations that characterise 
good teachers
Status of coaches. Table XV indicates that all coaches 
were considered fellow-teachers of comparable professional 
status by forty-one per cent of the school personnel. Thirty- 
one per cent considered most coaches to be. Fourteen per cent 
felt that some coaches were in this status and eight per cent 
felt that some coaches were in this status and eight per cent 
felt that none of the coaches was of comparable professional 
status. Five per cent had no opinion on the question.
On the same issue, fifty-seven per cent of the members 
of the school board were of the opinion that all the coaches 
were considered fellow-teachers of comparable professional 
status, fourteen per cent felt that most coaches were so con­
sidered , fourteen per cent felt that some were so considered 
and fourteen per cent stated that none was so considered.
Other teachers sometimes feel that coaches do not part- 
icipate in the total school program and remain aloof from con­
ferences relating to the major objectives of education. Coaches 
have unique opportunities and responsibilities for aiding con­
structive study of athletic problems. Their guidance will be 
accepted more readily if they are interested,in and familiar 
with, the total school program.
^^Ibid.. p. 61. 
^^Ibld.. pp. 77-78,
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Coachea salaries» Analysis of opinions of school par- 
sonnai regarding salaries of non-coaching teachers and coaches 
in High School "A" indicated that thirty-nine per cent considered 
the salaries of the non-coaching teachers seldom equitable in com- 
parison with coaches salaries, twenty-five per cent felt the 
salaries were usually equitable, sixteen per cent said the sal­
aries were occasionally equitable and eight per cent stated that 
they were equitable (Table XVI). Twelve per cent believed that 
they were not sufficiently informed to answer.
In contrast, forty-three per cent of the school board 
members were of the opinion that salaries of non-coaching 
teachers were equitable in comparison with coaches' salaries 
and another forty-three per cent felt that they were usually 
equitable. Fourteen per cent asserted that they were not suf­
ficiently informed to give an opinion.
Salaries of non-coaching teachers should be equitable 
in comparison with coaches' salaries. Teachers who are respon- 
sible for extra-curricular activities in other phases of the 
school program should be given the same recognition given to 
coaches in the matter of remuneration,^7
Outside pressures in selection of coaches. Table XVII 
shows that thirty-one per cent of the school personnel did not 
express an opinion as to whether the school board enjoyed as 
much freedom from outside pressures in hiring coaches as it 
did in hiring other teachers. Twenty-five per cent said that
^^Ibid.. pp. 96, 77-78
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the school board usually enjoyed freedom from outside pressures ; 
nineteen per cent stated that the school board never enjoyed as 
much freedom fro?n outside pressures In hiring coaches as It did 
In hiring other teachers*
Seventy-one per cent of the school board lUMbers stated 
that they usually enjoyed as much freedom from outside pressures 
In hiring coaches as they did in hiring, other teachers, and 
twenty-nine per cent felt that they usually enjoyed this freedom, 
Outside pressures often dictate tne hiring of a winning 
coach. These undue pressures for winning teams may influence 
the coaches tenure as well as his status in the community.
Other teachers, while sometimes subjected to certain outside 
pressures, are seldom under the extreme pressures experienced 
by the coach,
Examples set by coaches. That coaches set good exam- 
ples in sportsmanship and personal conduct and helped students 
with personal problems was the opinion of thirty-four per cent 
of the school personnel. Thirty-one per cent felt that most 
coaches did this, nineteen per cent said that some did so and 
seventeen per cent did not feel qualified to answer (Table XVII).
Forty-three per cent of the school board were of the 
opinion that the coaches set good examples in sportsmanship 
and personal conduct and helped students with personal pro­
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The hiring of well-trained coaches with high ideals 
is one of the best ways to prevent the development of bad 
practices in athletics. Their attitudes and actions at or 
away frcsa athletic events* receive much notice. This prom­
inence comes as part of the job rather than a personal trib­
ute, and they must govern their conduct accordingly,^^
THE COMMUNITY
Community support. On the question of community sup­
port for Interscholastic athletics, forty-seven per cent of 
the school personnel were of the opinion that community sup­
port usually depended on winning teams and not the coaches 
influence on the players. Thirty-seven per cent believed 
community support always depended on winning teams and six 
per cent said that community support seldom depended on win­
ning teams but on the coaches influence on the players. Nine 
per cent gave no opinion.
Seventy-one per cent of the school board believed that 
community support usually depended on winning teams and not on 
the coaches' Influence on the players. Of the remaining twenty- 
eight per cent, fourteen per cent stated that community support 
always depended on winning teams and fourteen per cent were not 
sufficiently informed to answer.
When adult sports enthusiasts demand that schoolboy 
games be staged for their benefit, results are undesirable ;
19lbid,, pp. 61-62,
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but when ecboole give In to thle dem&nd, the eltuatlon wraene, 
False values are rampart when the notion prevails that school 
athletics exist primarily for public amusement» A school 
program of public relations based on athletics provides, in 
the long run, an ineffective and unstable basis for good 
school-community relations.
The schools have chief responsibility for operating 
sound athletic activities as part of their total educational 
programs. To achieve this end, citlsens need to understand 
the effects of existing bad practices on youth and to with- 
hold their support of malpractice. Educators have respons­
ibility for identifying harmful practices, for formulating 
constructive programs, and for energetically explaining the 
advantages to the public of the latter.
Pressure of outride organisations primarily concerned 
with winning teams. That the school was seldom free from un­
desirable activities on the part of outside organisations 
primarily concerned with winning teams was the opinion of 
twenty-eight per cent of the school personnel, while twenty- 
five per cent expressed the opinion that the school was never 
free. Another twenty-three per cent did not know (Table XX),
Forty-three per cent of the board members considered 
the school usually free from undesirable activities on the 
part of outside organisations concerned with winning teams, 
twenty-nine per cent said that the school was free, fourteen 
per cent held that the school was seldom free, and fourteen
20 pp. 7, 13.
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per cent etated that the eohool wae never free from outelde 
preeeurea.
The preaaure to produce winning teams may be ao great 
that the ooaoh may pursue a program that may result in athletes* 
injuring health or sacrificing character. Schools sometimes 
accept financial help from "downtown" merchants and "interested 
citlsens" in the form of direct contributions, buying of ad* 
vertising space in programs, or favors of various kinds.
Often such benefactors feel they have greater right to Influ* 
ence the school's athletic policy. Methods of financing ath­
letics that avoid dependence should be au^orlsed by state 
and local educational authorities.^^
peraoonel f@lt that taachara mot directly concerned with the 
intereoholaetic athletic program did not have a part In policy 
formulation, while flfty-aeven per cent of the school 
board were of the impression that all school personnel part­
icipated in policy formulation#
In other words school officials were more inclined 
than school personnel to believe that school policy followed 
accepted criteria#
Informatlwi made available school board, fifty- 
seven per cent of the school board members were of the opinion 
that they were umualiy adequately informed, as did nineteen 
per cent of the personnel# Twenty-seven per cent of the school 
personnel were under the impression that school board members 
were always adequately informed.
The twenty-seven per cent of school personnel vdio felt 
that the board was always adequately informed believed that the 
schools policy was in accord with desirable criteria.
9tate tournament ata%e chamoionship asms oartici- 
oation. School personnel were undecided as a group on this 
question# The highest percentage in any one category, twenty- 
seven per cent, felt that the school should seldom accept in­
vitations to state tournament and state championship games. 
Fifty-seven per cent of the school officials felt that the 
school should refuse to accept all invitations.
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The majority of the aobool boaN and twanty-thrae 
per cent of the echool personnel Wio felt that the school 
should refuse all Invitatlona %fsre in accord with a dee* 
irable program#
THE PKT8IGAL WELL*-BEINO OF THE AThLETE
Health eiaminatlone# Forty-eight per cent of the 
echool personnel were not sufficiently informed to answer#
Thirty-three per cent of the personnel were of the opinicm
that pre-eeaaon examinations were given to all participants, 
as were fifty-seven per cent of the school officials*
Sixteen per cent of the school personnel and fourteen 
per cent of the board thought the school*s policy to be in 
accord with a desirable program; namely, that pre-season and post- 
season examinations were given to all participants.
The injured athlete. Forty-seven per cent of the 
school personnel were not sufficiently informed to answer.
There was a diversity of opinion amongst school board members.
They were divided equally in three categories. Twenty-nine 
per cent felt that athletes not seriously injured were not 
required to have a physician*a written consent before further 
participation, twenty-nine per cent that only the seriously 
injured athletes needed that consent, and twenty-nine per cent 
that all injured athletes required consent.
The twenty-nine per cent of the school board and 
nineteen per cent of school personnel who were of the opinion 
that all Injured athletes were required to have a physician*s
written poneent before further participation thought the echool*# 
policy in accord with desirable criteria*
Insurance coverage* Pifty-aix per cent of the school 
persoonel were not sufficiently Informed to answer, and twenty- 
nine per cent of the school board, Oeventy-one per cent of 
the board and twenty per cent of the school personnel were of 
the opinion that participants were partially covered by commer- 
cial insurance but not fully covered.
The policy in a desirable program, that of the school 
paying insurance out of non-tax funds and the injured athlete 
held financially responsible by insurance payment participation 
for injuries Incurred in interscholastic athletics, was the 
opinion of none of the respondents*
THE WELFARE OF THE ATHLETE
Personality development of the athlete* Seventy-one 
per cent of the school board were of the opinion that the 
school sought to prevent Injury to the personality develop­
ment of the athlete, as did forty-seven per cent of the school 
personnel# Thirty-seven per cent of the personnel felt that 
the school did not attempt to prevent injury to the person­
ality development#
Nine per cent of the school personnel felt that the 
school prevented injury to the personality development of the 
athlete; namely, that the school*s policy was in accord with 
established criteria.
Standards of sportsmans^p the athlete# The
school board members were in complete agreement, one-hundred
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per oeat* that the school athletic program sought to develop 
high standards of good sportsmanship# Fifty per cent of the 
school personnel expressed this opinion.
Five per cent of the school personnel felt that the 
school developed high standards of good sportsmanship on the 
part of the athlete; the criterion in this instance#
ZIm ^  2ar6&9lB8n& l&EAM g&lB'
Forty*three per cent of the school board members and twenty* 
five per cent of the school personnel were of the opinion that 
the welfare of the participant was usually considered more 
Important than financial gains# Twenty-oine per cent of the 
board and twenty-three per cent of the personnel were not 
sufficiently informed to answer#
Twenty per oent of the school personnel and twenty- 
nine per cent of the school board members felt that the welfare 
of the participant was considered more important than financial 
gains# In other words, only a fifth of the school personnel 
and approximately a third of the school board members consid­
ered the school's policy to be consistent with criteria#
INTEGRATION OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM
Scheduling of games and practice periods# Forty-three 
per cent of the school board were of the opinion that most 
games and practice periods were held with a minimum of inter­
ference with the rest of the academic program as were thirty- 
seven per cent of the school personnel# Another forty-three 
per cent of the board members felt that games and practice 
periods were held with a minimum of interference as did seven­
teen per cent of the personnel# Twenty-five per cent of the
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school personnel were under the impression that eome of the 
games and practice periods were held with a minimum of inter* 
ference.
The forty-three per cent of the school board and the 
seventeen per oent of the school personnel, who were of the 
opinion that games and practice periods were held with a min­
imum of interference with the rest of the academic program; 
in other words, that the school's policy was in accord with 
a desirable athletic program*
Academic standards for athletes* Thirty-four per cent 
of the school personnel felt that teachers were never under 
pressure to lower academic standards to keep the athlete on 
the eligibility list as did forty-three per cent of the school 
board* Twenty-seven per cent of the personnel were of the 
opinion that teachers were seldom under pressure* Twenty-nine 
per cent of the school board members were insufficiently in­
formed to answer*
That the desirable program of teachers never being un­
der pressure to lower academic standards to keep the athlete 
on the eligibility list existed as the school's policy* was 
the opinion of forty-three per cent of the school board and 
thirty-four per cent of the personnel*
Conduct of Interscholastic athletics* Twenty-five per 
cent of the school personnel and forty-three per cent of the 
board members were of the opinion that the school sought to 
conduct athletics in a beneficial way. Another twenty-five 
per cent of the school personnel, however, felt that the 
school did not conduct athletics in a beneficial way#
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Thirty-one per cent of the school personnel and twenty- 
nine per cent of the board were under the impression that the 
school did conduct athletics in a beneficial way. In accord 
with desirable criteria.
The athletic budget. Fifty-seven per cent of the 
school board members were of the opinion that the budget for 
athletics was usually in sound proportion with the rest of the 
school program budget. Twenty-five per cent of the school 
personnel felt that the athletic budget was seldom in sound 
proportion and forty-three per cent were not sufficiently in­
formed to answer^
Twenty-nine per cent of the board members and eight 
per cent of the personnel were under the impression that the 
budget for athletics was in sound proportion with the rest of 
the school program; namely, that policy was in accord with 
desirable criteria,
THE COACH
Certification of coaches* Fifty per cent of the school 
personnel and seventy-one per cent of the board members were of 
the opinion that all coaches are certified teachers with a min- 
or or more in physical education, which was in accord with des­
irable criteria*
Status of Coaches. Thirty-one per cent of the school 
personnel were of the opinion that most coaches were consider­
ed fellow-teachers of comparable professional status*
Forty-one per cent of the school personnel and fifty- 
seven per cent of the school board were of the opinion that
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all coaches were considered fellow-teachera of comparable 
professional status, was In accord with desirable criteria#
Coaches aalarlea. Thirty-nine per cent of the school 
personnel were of the opinion that salaries of non-coaching 
teachers were seldom equitable with coaches* salaries, Twenty- 
five per cent of the personnel and forty-three per cent of the 
board members felt that they were usually equitable.
Forty-three per cent of the school board and eight per 
cent of the school personnel were under the impression that 
the school pursued a policy of equitable salaries in accord 
with desirable criteria.
Outside pressures In selection of coaches. Thirty-one 
per cent of the school personnel were not sufficiently Informed 
to answer thle question. Twenty-five per cent of the school 
personnel and twenty-nine per cent of the board members felt 
that the school board usually enjoyed as much freedom from 
outside pressures in hiring coaches as it did in hiring other 
teachers.
Seventy-one per cent of the school board and nineteen 
per cent of the school personnel were of the opinion that the 
board enjoyed as much freedom from outside pressures in hiring 
coaches as it did in hiring other teachers# In other words 
school officials were more inclined than school personnel to 
believe that school policy followed accepted criteria.
Examples sqt bv coaches. Forty-three per cent of the 
school board and thirty-one per cent of the school personnel
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were of the opinion that moat coachea aet good examplea in 
aportsmanahip and personal conduct and helped student* with 
personal problems#
Another forty-three per cent of the board and thirty- 
four per cent of the school personnel expressed the opinion 
that all coaches set good examples in sportsmanship and per­
sonal conduct and helped students with personal problems.
These groups believed the coaches conduct was in accord with
desirable criteria.
THE COWWUNITI
Community support. Seventy-one per cent of the board 
members and forty-one per cent of the school personnel were of 
the opinion that community support usually depended on winning 
teams and not on the coaches' Influence on the players. Thirty- 
seven per cent of the school personnel felt that community sup­
port always depended on winning teams.
No one was of the opinion that community support did
not depend on winning teams but on the influence of the coach
on the players, which is considered desirable community policy 
in accepted criteria.
Pressure of outside organisations primarily concerned 
with winning teams. The school personnel were undecided as a 
group on this question. The highest percentage in any one 
category, twenty-eight per cent, were of the opinion that the 
school was seldom free from undesirable activities on the part 
of outside organisations primarily concerned with winning teams
~73-
*8 did forty-three per cent of the school board.
Twenty-nine per cent of the school board members were 
of the opinion that the school wae free from undesirable activ­
ities on the part of outside organizations primarily concerned 
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QUBSTIONNAIRE TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL
PERSONNEL AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
ick one of the following concerning your capacity in the school
School Official (School Board Member)
School Personnel (Administrator or Teacher)
sck the statements that best represent your opinion concerning 
current intersoholastlc athletic practices and policies in 
ir school#
I# Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the role of school personnel in the Interscho­
lastic athletic program in your school?
A. Teachers as well as coaches, administrators and 
school board members have a part in formulating 
the practices and policies of interscholastic 
athletics.
B. Teachers, not connected with coaching have a part 
in formulating the practices and policies of 
intersoholastlc athletics if they clearly under­
stand the functions of the program.
C. Teachers, who are not connected with coaching, 
do not have a part in formulating the practices 
and policies of intersoholastlc athletics because
it is f@Lt they do not understand the functions 
of the program.
D. Not well enough Informed to answer#
II. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best represents
the conduct of athletic practices in your school?
A. The school conducts athletics in such a way that 
participants develop enduring play habits, skills 
and attitudes as well as avoiding excessive 
emotional strains and tensions.
B* The school seeks to conduct athletics in such a 
way that participants develop enduring play 
habits skills and attitudes as well as avoiding 
excessive emotional strains and tensions.
m$Qm
The school does not conduct athletics in such 
a w»7 that participants develop enduring play
habits, skills and attitudes as well as avoid­
ing emotional strains and tensions#
D. Not well enough informed to answer.
Ill, Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the policy of health examinations for participants 
in interscholastic athletics in your school?
A. Pre-season and post-season health examinations 
are administered to all participants in inter­
scholastic athletics,
B. Pre-season health examinations are administered 
to all participants in interscholastic athletics,
G, Post-season health examination are administered 
to all participants in intersoholastlc athletics.
D, Pre-Season and post-season health examinations 
are not considered necessary for participants
in interscholastic athletics.
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
If# Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the policy concerning injured interscholastic 
athletes in your school?
 A, All injured athletes are readmitted to part­
icipation only after written approval of a 
physician,
B. Seriously injured athletes are readmitted to 
participation only after written approval of a
physician*
G. Injured athletes are the coaches responsibility, 
therefore he is the judge as to whether or not 
a player la physically able to participate,
D, Only athletes that are not seriously injured are 
permitted to participate without written approval 
from a physician,
V E. Not well enough Informed to answer
V. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the policy of financial responsibility for injuries 
occuring in interscholastic athletics in your school?
A. Full commercial insurance covers all injuries to 
participants in intersoholastlc athletics.
The school, out of non-tax funds, is financially 
responsible for injudse occuring in interscho*
lastic athletics,
,0. The injured athlete is held financially respon- 
sible for all injuries during participation in 
intersoholastic athletics,
_D, The school, out of non-tax funds, and the part- 
loipant are held jointly responsible financially 
for Injuries occuring in interscholastic athletics.
The school, out of tax funds, is held financially 
responsible for injuries to participants in inter­
scholastic athletics.
_F. Participants in intersoholastlc athletics are 
partly covered for injuries by commercial 
insurance but not in full.
G, Not well enough informed to answer.
VI. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep- 
reaents the athletic coaches role in your school?
  A. All athletic coaches are competently trained and
certified teachers and have professional train­
ing in physical education equivalent to a minor 
or more,
 B. Most of the athletic coaches are competently
trained and certified teachers and have prof­
essional training in physical education equiva­
lent to a minor or more.
C. Some of the athletic coaches are competently 
trained and certified teachers and have prof­
essional training in physical education 
equivalent to a minor or more.
D. None of the athletic coaches are competently 
trained and certified teachers and have profes­
sional training in physical education equivalent 
to a minor or more.
VII E. Not well ©nought informed to answer.
VII, Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the athletic coaches in your school?
A. All athletic coaches consistently set good
examples in the matter of sportsmanship and per­
sonal conduct and use their influence with 
students to help them with personal problems.
_B# Most of the athletic coaches consistently set 
good examples in the matter of sportsmanship and 
personal conduct and use their influence with 
students to help them with personal problems#
_G. Some of the athletic coaches consistently set 
good examples in the matter of sportsmanship and 
personal conduct and use their influence with 
students to help them with personal problems#
_D# Hone of the athletic coaches consistently set 
good examples in the matter of sportsmanship and 
personal conduct and use their influence with 
students to help them with personal problems*
E# Not well enough informed to answer#
nil. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the treatment of athletes in your school?
A. The school prevents injury to the personality development of the athlete from over attention 
and ego inflation#
B# The school prevents injury to the personality
development of the athlete from over attention 
and ego inflation.
C, The school does not attempt to prevent injury 
to the personality development of the athlete 
from over attention and ego inflation#
D. Not well enough informed to answer#
II# Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the teacher-coach relationships in your school?
A. All of the members of the school staff who are coach­
ing athletics are regarded by other faculty 
members as fellow-teachers of comparable profes­
sional status.
B. Most of the members of the school staff who 
are coaching athletics are regarded by other 
faculty members as fellow-teachers of comparable 
professional status.
C# Some of the members of the school staff who are 
coaching athletics are regarded by other faculty 
members as fellow teachers of comparable pro- 
fessional status#
D. None of the members of the school staff who are 
coaching athletics are regarded by other faculty 
members as fellow teachers of comparable pro­
fessional status.
B. Not well enough informed to answer.
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I, Which one of the following, In your opinion, beet rep-
resents the role of interscholastic athletics in your 
school?
A. All games and practice periods, for intersoholastlc 
athletics, are worked into the school schedule 
with a minimum of interference with the academic 
program.
B. Most games and practice periods, for intersoholastic 
athletics are worked into the school schedule with
a minimum of interference with the academic program.
C. Same of the games and practice periods, for inter- 
scholastlc athletics, are worked into the school 
schedule with a minimum of interference with the 
academic program*
D* Pew of the games and practice periods, for inter- 
acholastic athletics are worked into the school 
schedule with a minimum of interference with the 
academic program,
5. Not well enough informed to answer.
%1, Which of the following, in your opinion, should represent 
your schools policy towards state tournaments and state 
championship games in intersoholastlc athletics?
A. The school should refuse to participate in all
state tournaments and state championship games.
B. The school should accept all invitations to
participate in state tournaments and state 
championship games.
 a. The school should usually accept invitations to
participate in state tournaments and state 
championship games*
D. The school should usually accept invitations to
participate in state tournaments and state 
championship games*
XII, Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the policy in your school concerning the inter­
scholastic athletic program?
A. In all cases the school's intersoholastic athletic 
program develops high standards of good sports- 
manship on the part of the players,
B. In most cases the school's interscholastic athletic 
program develops high standards of good sports­
manship on the part of the players.
C. In some cases the school's interscholastic athletic 
program has developed high standards of good sports* 
manship on the part of the players*
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_p, 3#ldo* has the aoh@ol*8 interscholaetic athletic 
program developed high etaodarde of good eporta- 
manehlp on the part of the players*
_E* Not well enough Informed to answer*
LIII. Which one of the following, in your opinion, beet represent# 
the policy in your school concerning the interecholastlc 
athlete and teacher?
A. Teacher# are never under pressure to excuee 
athlete# from regular assignment# or to lower 
academic standard# to keep athlete# on the 
eligibility list,
B. Teacher* are seldom under pressure to excuse 
athlete# from regular aseignment# or to lower 
academic standard# to keep athlete# on the 
eligibility list.
 C. Teachers are often under pressure to excuse
athlete# from regular assignment# or lower 
academic standards to keep athlete# on the 
eligibility list*
D. Teacher# are always under pressure to excuse 
athletes from regular assignments or lower 
academic standards to keep athletes on the 
eligibility list.
E* Not well enough Informed to answer#
XI7. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the role of keeping the board of education 
informed onathletic policies in your school?
A. The board of education 1# always adequately 
informed regarding the policies and practices 
of the intersoholastic athletic program.
B. The board of education is usually adequately 
Informed regarding the policies and practices 
of the intersoholastlc athletic program*
C* The board of education is occasionally
adequately informed regarding the policies 
and practices of the Interscholastic athletic 
program,
D. The board of education is seld«s adequately 
informed regarding the policies and practice# 
of the interscholastic athletic program*
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
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%7# Whloh one of the following, in y o w  opinion, beet rep- 
reeente the financial practices in interecholaetic athletics in your school?
A# The welfare of the participant ie always 
considered more Important than financial 
gain in determining athletic policies in the school,
  B, The welfare of the participant is usually
considered more important then financial 
gain in determining athletic policies in the school,
 -... C, The welfare of the participant is occasion-
ally considered more Important than financial 
gain in determining athletic policies in the school.
 D# The welfare of the participant is seldom
considered more important than financial 
gain in determining athletic policies in 
the school*
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
X?I. Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents financial practices in interscholastic athletics 
in your school?
A. The else of the budget for interscholastic athletics is always in sound proportion to 
the sise of the budget for the rest of the 
school program.
B. The sise of the budget for Interscholastic 
athletics is usually in sound proportion to 
the else of the budget for the rest of the 
school program.
C. The sise of the budget for interscholastic 
athletics is occasionally in sound proportion 
to the sise of the budget for the rest of the 
school program,
D. The sise of the budget for interscholastic 
athletics is seldom in sound proportion to 
the else of the budget for the rest of the 
school program,
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
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VII, Which one of the following, In your opinion, best rep­
resents financial practices concerning teachers and athletic 
coaches in your school?
 A. The salaries of teachers, not connected
with athletics, are always equitable in 
comparison with the salaries of athletic 
coaches,
B, The salaries of teachers, not connected 
with athletics, are usually equitable In 
comparison with the salaries of athletic 
coaches.
C. The salaries of teachers, not connected 
with athletics, are occasionally equit­
able In comparison with the salaries of 
athletic coaches.
 D. The salaries of teachers, not connected
with athletics, are seldom equitable In 
comparison with the salaries of athletic 
coaches.
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
III, Which one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents the selection of athletic coaches in your school?
A. The school board enjoys as much freedom 
from outside pressures in the selection 
of a new athletic coaches as it does in 
selection of other teachers.
B. The school board usually enjoys as much 
freedom from outside pressures In the 
selection of a new athletic coach as It 
does in selection of other teachers.
C. The school board seldom enjoys as much 
freedom from outside pressures in the 
selection of a new athletic coach as 
it does in selection of other teacher.
D. The school board never enjoys as much 
freedom from outside pressures in the 
selection of a new athletic coach as
It does In selection of other teachers.
E. Not well enough informed to answer.
IIX* Which one of the following, in your opinion, beet rep* 
reeente community support k r  a athletic coach who has 
a losing season in your school?
A. Community support does not depend on a winning
team, but the influence of the athletic coach on
the players.
B. Community support seldom depends on a 
winning team if the coaches influence 
on the players is beneficial.
C. Community support usually depends on a 
winning team and not the athletic coaches 
influence on the players.
D. Community support always depends on a winningteam and not the athletic coaches Influence 
on the players#
E. Not well enough Infor̂ zied to answer#
II, Wliich one of the following, in your opinion, best rep­
resents community influences on interscholastic athletics
in your school?
A. The school is free from pressure activities
on the part of outside organisations primarily 
concerned with winning teams in interscholastic 
athletics,
B. The school is usually free from pressure 
activities on the part of outside organisations 
primarily concerned with winning teams in 
interscholastic athletics.
C. The school is seldom free from pressure 
activities on the part of outside organ- 
isations primarily concerned with winning 
teams in interscholastic athletics,
D. The school is never free from pressure 
activities on the part of outside organ- 
isations primarily concerned with winning 
teams in interscholaetic athletics#
_E* Not well enough informed to answer.
